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Giambattista Vico 
1668-1744 
I 

Giambattista Vico was born in Naples, the son of a bookseller. Although he at
tended a Jesuit college, his education came chielly from reading in his father's !>hop. 
He characterizes him!..elf in his autobiography as an autodidact, one who is both 
self-taught and free from academic prejudice. Vico was appointed professor of 
rhetoric at the University of Naples in 1699 and served until 1741. The professor
ship of rhetoric was a minor post. and Vien hoped-though in vain-to be ap· 
pointed to the much more prestigious chair of civil law. Although a growing num• 
her of scholars now sec Vien as a major figure in the development of a rhetoric with 
a culturally based epii;temology, in his own time he was regarded as a reactionary 
because of his opposition to Descartes. 
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In his major works. Vico criticizes the philosophy of Descartes for !..tressing that 
mathematic.� and science arc the only legitimate sources of knowledge and treating 
other branches of human inquiry-such as law, history, and the arts-as incon:.e
quential. Vien argues tlmt rhetoric provides a superior philosophy of knowledge. for 
all knowledge. even the scienlilic, is based on argument and conviction. The ex• 
cerpts here from "On the Study Methods of Our Time" ( 1709), originally a schol• 
arly address that opened the school year at the University of Naples, include Vicn's 
argument ugainst the Cartesian method, which he refers lo a� "modern philosophi
cal critique," and his defense of rhetoric as a modern method of study. 
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In "On the Study Methods of Our Time," Yico seeks to reconcile humanism (the 
wisdom of the ancients) with a modem but non.Cartesian science. He objects to 
Descartes's insensitivity to the function of language in producing knowledge. With
out language, says Vico. the human knower b lost. Language reveals the processe� 
of reason, passion, and imagination, as well as the social conventions and historical 
circumstances lhal shape our concerns. The etymology of the national language re
veals our social history; similarly, language socializes each individual. Therefore, 
the university's curricular philosophy or "study methods" will have a profound ef
fect on both the individual and society. What kind of person, what kind of society. 
will be fostered by Cartesian disdain for the probabilistic knowledge of law. ethics. 
politics, and medicine'! The Cartesian method is useful. Vico concedes, but it can
not be allowed lo overpower the kind of ,\·e11.m.\· c·o1111111111is or common sense that the 
study of eloquence stimulates with its appeals to imagination and memory and its 
practice in the commonplaces of argument. 

II Not only is Cartcsianism ill suited lo the kinds of knowledge that affect the af. 
fairs of society, says Vico, but it is not even well founded in the science it so prizes. 
Mathematical proof is ultimately based on our acceptance of the system of axioms 
created by human beings: We can point to no demonstration of the applicability of 
our axioms to the world itsclr. The world is created by God, not human heings. am! 
cannot be directly known. Moreover. the Cartesian method of division focuses ide
ally on isolated particles of knowledge, stilling the kind of analogic thinking that 
generates so many insights. Vico also objects to the Cartesian model of the isolated 
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inquirer, for dialogue fertilizes thought. As a leaching approach, the Cartesian 
method fails to encourage independent discovery, proceeding instead on a plodding 
coun,e from axiom lo proof. Such a method oppresses rather than inspires students. 
Thus, if the educational system accepts Cartesianism, it will unduly privilege nat
urnl science and mathematics while devaluing other kinds of knowledge, and it will 
do so to the detriment of society, which will eventually lack leaders educated in 
public affairs. Vico recommends balance: The method of Descartes is useful for ab• 
stract knowledge that finds elemental causes for multiple effects, whereas elo� 
quence finds muny possible causes for single events, revealing the complexity of 
"merely" probable cuuses. To expect the Cartesian method to cover both kinds of 
knowledge, he reiterates, is to ignore the essential differences in their character and 
provenance. 

Vico devotes a long section of his speech IO the legal system of ancient Rome. 
Though the sys1em was designed to support the privilege of the patricians, it en
couraged eloquence in defense of equity and justice. Arguments produced under 
lhese conditions eventually led to a democratization of the courts and to a more eq� 
uitable legal philosophy. But, Vico claims, the exceptional eloquence of the old 
courts was no longer necessary, with the result that, on the one hand, eloquence lost 
respect and. on the other, legal philosophy languished for want of inspired oratory, 
Finally, Vico proposes a curriculum that concludes with the study of eloquence, a 
study which he secs as interdisciplinary and (in modern terms) meta-theoretical, a 
way to link the other disciplines and bring them to bear on important public issues. 

In The New Science (first edition, 1725; much-revised third edition, 1744), Vico 
elaborates the argument begun in .. Study Methods" about the relationship between 
truth and human methods of producing knowledge. If, as the argument proposes, wc 
can truly know only what wc have made, then true knowledge is of the Cartesian 
kind, touching created systems of mathematics and science. Observation and expe
rience ("consciousness," as opposed to science) produce uncertain, probabilistic 
judgments. Vico now proposes a link between these two kinds of knowledge: It is 
possible, according to this argument, to reach true knowledge in the vast realm of 
human affairs, in a world thm is, after all, created by humans and not "natural." In 
other words, though history is not a formal system, ii is nonetheless made by 
people, and the appropriate method of study should produce certain knowledge of 
it. To establish this method, Vico seeks the origins of history in human nature and 
in an original common language. Through history, human nature and language give 
shape to social relations and institutions, renecting historical circumstances and 
loc�ll developments. 

Vico posits three stages through which human history evolves: the poetic. the 
heroic, and the human. In the poetic stage, knowledge is generated by metaphor. 
Just as young children learn by comparison, Vico argues, humankind in its in
fancy must have done likewise. In the heroic stage, nations develop, promulgating 
rigid systems of law to preserve the organization of society. And in the human 
stage, the self-conscious study of human knowledge leads to greater equity in law 
and democracy in politics. Herc, 100, individualism grows, and with it a disdain for 
communal and national imperatives. As a result, this last stage is frngile, threatened 
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by revolutions that will fragment society. Once society is shattered, however, the 
process begins anew. 

Vico maintains that historical circumstances dctennine the characteristics and 
purposes of social institutions and individual actions. Historians arc therefore in 
error when they try to evaluate earlier periods using the standards of their own lime. 
To understand history, it is necessary lo reconstruct the consciousness of the time 
and place to be studied, using the myths and language of the time. Etymology is in
valuable in determining not only the conditions of life in an earlier age but also the 
psychological responses to them. Speech and thought arc inseparable, in Vico'., 
view: They evolve together. Thus, what arc for us casual or embedded metaphors 
can reveal the mental processes and perception of the world of those who first cm· 
ployed them. A persistently metaphoric view of the world will be different, too. 
from a view in which phenomena are identified by abstractions. 

In elaborating and illustrating this view of historical analysis. Vico brought to
gether the study of language and literature, social institutions and law, ideology and 
class structure, and personal psychology and human nature. His cyclical theory of 
history is easy enough to criticize, and for too Jong it obscured his contribution to 
historiography: the combination of a sympathetic perspective and a broad range of 
intercontcxtual knowledge. Moreover, in his theory of rhetoric, as John D. Schaeffer 
has argued, Vico unites ethics and eloquence through his concept of se11s11s co11111111-
11is, a "common sense" that is both epistemological in function and culturally based. 
Thus Vico forges a link between rhetoric and philosophy that contemporary 
thinkers arc still exploring. 
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From On the Study Methods of Our Time 
� {..L .. "'1>'"' {-� pr•,1111i �\&,� k.,_.. 

We, the men or the modern age, have discov-
ln his small but pricelcs� treatise entitled De Dig- crcd many things or which the Ancients were en-

11itate el de A11g111e111i.\· Sciemiarum,, Francis tirely ignorant; the Ancients, on the other hand 
Bacon undertakes to point out what new arts and knew_ much sti.11 unknown to us. We enjoy man;
sciences should be mklcd to those we already techniques which enable us to make progress in
possess, and suggests how we may enlarge our some ?ran�h of intellectual or practical activity;
stock or knowledge, las for as necessary,] so that they likewise had talents for progress in other
human wisdom may be brought to complete per- fields. They devoted all their activity to certain
fcction. arts which we almost totally neglect; we pursue 

But, while he discovers a new cosmos or sci� some others which they apparently scorned. 
enccs, the great Chancellor proves to be rather Many disciplines conveniently unified by the An
the pioneer or a completely new universe than a cients have been partitioned by us; a certain num
prospcctor or this world or our.�. His vast de- ber which they inconveniently kept separate, we
mands so exceed the utmost extent or man's ef* treat as unified. Finally, not a few sectors of cul
fort that he seemi. to have indicated how we fall ture have changed both appearance and name. 
short or achieving an abi.olutely complete system The foregoing provides the theme of the pres-
or sciences rather than how we may remedy our ent discourse: Which study method is finer and
cultural gaps. better, ours or the Ancients'! In developing this

This was so, I believe, because those who oc- topic I shall illustrate by examples the advan
cupy the heights of power yearn for the immense lages and drawbacks of the respective methods. I
and the infinite. Thus Bacon acted in the intellec- shall specify which of the drawbacks of our pro

tual field like the potentates of mighty empires, cedures may be avoided, and how; and whether
who, having gained supremacy in human affairs, those which cannot be eliminated have their
squander immense wealth in attempts against the counterJ?arls in particul�r shortcomings by which
order of Nature herself, by paving the seas with the Ancients were handicapped. 
stones, mastering mountains with sail, and other Unless I am mistaken, this theme is new; but

vain exploits forbidden by nature. 4'1."\ ooo '°"��, ?the kno�ledge of it is so important, that I am 

No doubt all that man is given to know is, like amaz7d it has not been treated yet. In the hope of °' 
1...__.,

man himself, limited and imperfect. Therefore, if escaping censure, I ask you to give thought to the vv-v,

we compare our times with those of the fact that my purpose is not to criticize the draw
Ancients-if we weigh, on both sides, the ad- backs_of !he study methods of our age or of those :t-,;_

vantages and deficiencies of learning-our of ant1quuy, but rather to compare the advantages J.f�,.,.,,_,
achievements and those of Antiquity would, by afford_ed by the �tudy �cthods of the two epochs. l�i.-tl-i 
and large, balance. � , 1 This matter 1s of direct concern to you: even �"---··i)

�WJ, ,.t� �Y\ av-5v.w.L"t- · if you know more than the Ancients in some 
---i 

Trunslatcd by Elio Gianturco. fields, you should not accept knowing less in oth-
•O� tire Dig11iry am/ A,li-,mcemenr of Leaming. (See ers. You should make use of a method by which

Ucon m Pan Three.) [&i.l you can acquire, on the whole, more knowledge 
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than the Ancients. and. being aware of the short
comings of ancient methods of study, you may en
dure the unavoidable inconveniences of our own. 

The heller to grasp the subject I am proposing 
lo you, you should dist inctly real ize that in the 
present discourse I do not intend to draw paral~ 
leis between indiv idual branches of knowledge, 
single fields of sciences or arts of ancient and 
modern t imes. 

My goal .  instead, is to indicate in what respect 
our study methods arc superior lo those of the 
Ancients; to discover in what they arc inferior, 
and how we may remedy this inferiority. 

For our purpose we must. if not separate, at 
least set up a distinction between new arts. sc i
ences , and inventions on one hand, and new i11 -

;::1
-tk
•
i, 

strume11ts and aids to knowledge on the other. 
'�"'�;"""'-? The fonncr arc the constituent materia l  of learn• 

ing; the taller arc the way and the means. pre-
cisely the subject of our discourse. 

i'-o1,,1r ) Every study method may be said to be made 
up of three things: instruments. complementary 
aids, and lhc aim envisaged. The instruments pre
suppose and include a systematic, orderly man
ner of proceeding; the apprentice who, after suit
able training, undertakes lhe task of mastering a 
certain arl or science, should approach it in an 

Ah>'I� appropriate and wcll+ordered fashion . lnstru
•"- U \\ ment.s arc an tecedent to the task of learning; 
�a'i complementary aids and procedures are con

i"4.hti. comitant with that task. As for the aim envisaged,
c, although iL-. auainmcnt is subsequent to the 

process of learning, it  should never be lost sight 
of by the learner, nei ther al the beginning nor 
during the entire learning process. 

We shal l  arrange our discourse in correspond
ing order, and discuss first the instruments. then 
the aids to our method or study. As for the aim, it 
should circu late, like a blood-stream, through the 
entire body or the learning process. Conse
quently, just as the blood 's  pulsation may best be 
studied at the spot where the arterial beat is most 
perceptible. so the aim of our study methods 
shall be treated at the point where it assumes the 
greatest prominence. 

Some of the new instruments of sc ience arc, 
,/ loW\ \ themselves, sciences; others arc arts; sti l l  others,

c\JJ,.w/' . product-; of either art or nature .  Modem phi lo
sophical "critique" is lhe common instrument of 
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al l  our sciences and arts. J The instrument or 
geometry is "analysis'' ; that of physics, geome
try, plus the geometrical method (and, in a 
ccrt:i in  sense, modern mechanics) .  l11c instru
ment or medicine is chemi stry am.I i ts  offshoot, 
pharmacological chemistry . The instrument of 
anatomy is the microscope; that of astronomy. 
the telescope; that of geography, the mariner' s 
needle. 

As for "complementary aids." l i nc lude 
among them the orderly reduction of systematic 
rules, of n number of subjects which the Ancients 
were wont to entrust to practical common sense. 
Complementary aids arc also works or literuture 
and of the fine art,; who:-c excel lence designates 
them as patterns of perfection; the types used in  
the printing: and universi t ies us institutions of 
learning. 

In  view of the easy accessibi l i ty, usefulness, 
and value or the complementary aids, our study 
methods seem, beyond any doubt, to he heller 
:md more correct than those of lhc Ancients. 
whclhcr in regard to fac i l i ty ,  or to uli l i ty,  or to 
merit .  

As for the a im of al l  k i nds of in lc l lectual pur
suits: one only is  kept in  view, one is  pursued, 
one is  honored by al l :  Truth.  

II 

Modem phi losophical cri tique suppl ies us with a 
fundamental veri ty of which we can be certain 
even when assai led hy douht. That critique could 
roul the skepticism even of the New Acadcmy . J  

In addit ion "analysis'' ( i . e  . .  analytical geome
try) empowers us to puzzle out wi th astonishing 
case geometrical problems which the Ancient!> 
found impossible to sol ve .  

Like us,  the Ancients u t i l i zed geometry :md 
mechanics as in�t rumcnt of research in phys ics, 
but not as a constant pract ice. We apply them 
consistently, and in  bcltcr form. 

Let us leave as ide lhc question whether geom• 
ctry has undergone greater development by 

'The criliquc is Dc�cancs·s .mclhod. (Sec lhc iolrmluc1ion 
lo Part Four. )  1 1.:tl . )  

"The New Academy is the Sccon<l l'latook Acmlcmy of  
the third and sccnnJ ccntuncs I I  t L. no1cd f n r  rndic:11 skcpli · 
cism. l Ed. l 



means of "a,wl_v.l'is," and whether modern me
chanics const itu tes something new. What cannot 
be denied is the fact that leading invest igators 
have avai lable to them a sc ience enriched by a 
number of new and extremely ingenious discov
eries . Modern scientists. seeking for guidance in  
their exploration of the dark p:ithways of nature, 
have introduced the geometrical method into 
physics. Holding to this method as to Ariadne' s  
thread, they can reach the end of their  appointed 
journey. Do not consider them as groping pract i
tioners or physics: they arc to be v iewed, instead, 
as the grand archi tects of thii; l imi t less fabric of 
the world: able 10 give a detai led account or the 
ensemble of principles according lo which God 
has bui l t  this admirable structure of the cosmos. 

Chemistry, of which the Ancients were total ly 
ignorant, has made outstanding contributions to 
medic ine. Hav ing observed the s imi larity which 
exists between the various phenomena of the 
human body and those of chemistry, the heal ing 
art has been able, not only to hazard guesses con• 
ccrning many physio logical functions and disor
ders, but to make these plai nly discern ible to the 
human eye .  

Pharmacology, of course, a deri vate of chem
istry , was among the ancients merely a desidera
tum.  Nowadays, we have converted that desider
atum i n to a reality .  Some of our researchers have 
applied chemistry to physics; others ,  mechanics 
to medicine. Our physical chemistry can faith· 
fully, and, so lo speak, m£1111wlly, reproduce a 
number of meteors and other physical phenom
ena. Mechanical medic ine can describe, by infer• 
ences drawn from the motions of machines, the 
diseases of the human body. and can treat them 
successfully. And anatomy clearly reveals not 
only the c irculat ion of the b lood, but the nerve
rools, countless humors, vessels, and ducts of the 
human body (notice that such descriptions al
ready consti tute notable advances over ancient 
medic ine), and moreover- thanks to lhe micro
scope- the nature of mil iary glands, of the most 
minute internal organs, of plants, of silkworms, 
and o f insects . To modern anatomy, furthermore, 
we are indebted for an insight into the process of 
generation, us demonstrated by the growth of the 
incubated egg. All these things were entirely out
side of the narrow range of sight of the science of 

the Ancients; modem science throws a flood of 
l ight upon them. 

As for astronomy, the modem telescope has 
brought within our ken a multitude of new stars, 
the variabil ity of sun-spots, and phases or the 
planets. These discoveries have made us aware of 
several defects in  the cosmological system of 
Ptolemy. 

In the domain of geographical exploration, the 
Ancients guessed vaguely, in a prophetic sort of 
way, at the existence of transoceanic lands. By 
the use or the mariner' s compass, the modern age 
has actually discovered them. As a resu lt, a won
derful luster has been bestowed upon geography. 

It seems almost unbelievable that in our days 
men should not only be able lo c i rcumnavigate 
the globe along with the sun, but to outreach the 
sun ' s  march and to negotiate its fu l l  course in 
less t ime than it takes that planet to complete it. 

From geometry and physics, taught by the 
present method, the sc ience of mechanics has re
ceived major impulses and has rendered poss ible 
a great number of outstanding and marvelous in
ventions, which have vastly enriched human so• 
c iety . It may be said that it is from these three 
sciences that our tcchnic1ue of warfare derives. 
Our art of war is  so immeasurably superior lo 
that of the Ancients, that, compared with our 
technique of fortifying and attacking cit ies, Minw 
erva would contemn her own Athenian citadel 
and J upiter would scorn his  three�pronged l ight� 
ning as a blunt and cumbersome weapon. 

Such are the "instruments" employed by our 
modem sciences; let us now tum to the comple
mentary aids employed in the various sectors of 
our cul ture. 

Systematic treatments (arteJ) have been set up 
of certain subject'> which the Ancients left to un
aided common sense. Among these subjects is 
the law, which the Ancients, balked by the di ffi 
culty of the task, gave up hope of organizing into 
a systematically arranged, methodical body of 
theory.  

In the fields of poetry, oratory, pain t ing, 
sculpture ,  and other line arts, bused on the im i ta� 
tion of nature, we possess a wealth of supremely 
accomplished productions, on which the admira
tion of posterity has conferred the pres tige of the 
archetypal exemplarity. Thanks to the guidance 
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offered by these masterworks, we arc able lo imi
lalc, correctly and easily, Nature at her best. The 
invention of printing places at our disposal an 
enormous number of books. Hence, our scholars 
arc nol compelled to restrict their competence to 
the knowledge of one or another author, but can 
master a multiple, diversified, almost boundless 
domain of culture. 

Finally, we have great institutions of learning, 
i.e., universities, which arc the repositories of all
our sciences and arts, and where the intellectual,
spiritual, and linguistic abilities of men may be
brought to perfection. Almost all of these spheres
of mental activity have as their single goal the in
quiry after truth. Were I to set out lo extol this in•
quiry, I would arouse wonder at my eulogizing
something that no one ever thought of disparag
ing.

Let us now scrutinize these advantages of our 
study methods, and try to ascertain whether these 
methods lack some of the good qualities posT 
sesscd by those of antiquity: or whether, instead, 
they arc impaired by faults from which ancient 
methods were exempt. Let us examine whether 
we can avoid our dcficiencici; and appropriate the 
good points of the ancient methods, and by what 
means this may be done; and let us sec whether 
those among our deficiencies which arc unavoid
able may be offset by the shortcomings of an
tiquity. 

Ill 

Let us begin with the instrumellls with which 
modem sciences operate. 

Philosophical criticism is the subject which 
we compel our youths lo take up first. Now, such 
speculative criticism, the main purpose of which 
is to cleanse its fundamental truths not only of all 
falsity, but also of the mere suspicion of error, 

\\ 
places upon the same plane of falsity not only 
false thinking, but also those secondary verities 
and ideas which arc based on probability alone, 
and commands us to clear our minds of them. 
Such an approach is distinctly harmful, since 
training in common sense is Clsscntial to the edu. 
cation of adolescents, so that that faculty should 
be developed as early as possible; else they break 
into odd or arrogant behavior when adulthood is 
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reached. It is a positive fact that, just as knowl
edge originates in truth and error in falsity, so 
common sense arises from perceptions based on 
verisimilitude. Probabilities stand, so to speak, 
midway between truth and falsity, since things 
which most of the time arc true, arc only very 
seldom false. 

Consequently, since young people arc to be 
educated in common sense, we should be careful 
to avoid that the growth of common sense be 
stifled in them by a habit of advanced speculative 
criticism. I may add that common sense, besides 
being the criterion of practical judgment, is also 
the guiding standard of eloquence. It frequently 
occurs. in fact, that orators in a law court have 
greater difficulty with a case which is based on 
truth, but docs not seem so, than with a case that 
is false but plausible. There is a danger that in
struction in advanced philosophical criticism 
may lead to an abnormal growth of abstract intel
lectualism, and render young people unfit for the 
practice of eloquence. 

Our modern advocates of advanced criticism 
rank the unadulterated csscnse of "pure," primary 
truth before, outside, above the gross semblances 
of physical bodies. But this study of primal 
philosophical truths takes place at the same time 
when young minds arc too immature, too unsure. 
to derive benefit from it. 

Just as old age is powerful in reason, so is 
adolescence in imagination. Since imagination 
has always been esteemed a most favorable omen 
of future development, it should in no way be 
dulled. Furthermore, the teacher should give the 
grcatci;t care to the cultivation of the pupil's 
memory, which, though not exactly the same as 
imagination. is almost identical with it. In adoles
cence, memory outstrips in vigor all other facul
ties. and should be intensely trained. Youth's nat
ural inclination to the arts in which imagination 
or memory (or a combination of both) is preva
lent (such as painting, poetry, oratory, jurispru
dence) should by no means be blunted. Nor 
should advanced philosophical criticism, the 
common instrument today of all arts and sci
ences, be an impediment to any of them. The An
cients knew how to avoid this drawback. In 
almost all their schools for youths, the role of 
logic was fulfilled by geometry. Following the 
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example of medical practitioners, who conccn 
tr,llc their efforts on seconding the bent of Na
ture, the Ancients required their youths to learn 
the :;dence of geometry which cannot be grasped 
without a vivid capacity to form images. Thus, 
without doing violence to nature, but gradually 
and gently and in step with the mental capacities 
of their age, the Ancients nurtured the reasoning 
power s of their young men. 

In our days, instead, philosophical criticism 
alone is honored. The art of "topics," far from 
being given first place in the curriculum, is ut
terly disregarded. Again I say, this is harmful, \ 
s ince the invention of arguments is by nature 
prior 10 the judgment of their validity, so that, in 
teaching , lhat invention shuuld be given priority 
over ph ilosophical critici sm. In our days, we 
keep away from the art of inventing arguments, 
and think that this skill is uf no use. We hear 
people affirming that, if individuals are critically 
endowed, it is sunicicnt to teach them a certain 
subject, and they will have the capacity to dis
cover whether there is any truth in that subject. It 
h. claimed that, without any previous training in 
the ars wpic£1, any person will be able to discern 
the probabilities which surround any ordinary 
topic, and to evaluate them by the same standard 
employed in tlie .\ijii11g of trmh. But who can be 
sure that he has taken into consideration every 
feature of the subject on hand'! The most eulogiz T 
ing epithet that can he given to a speech is that it 
is "comprehensive": praise is due to the speaker 
who has left nothing untouched, and has omitted 
nothing from the argument, nothing which may 
be missed by his listeners. 

Nature and life are full of incertitude; the fore
most, indeed, the only aim or our "arts" is to as
sure us that we have acted rightly. Criticism is 
the art of true speech; "ars topica," of eloquence. 
Traditional "topics" is the art of finding "the 
medium," i.e., the middle term: in the conven 
tional language of scholasticism, "medium" indi
cates what the Latins call arg11111e11t11111. Those 
who know all the loci, i.e., the lines of argument 
to he used, arc able (by an operation not unlike 
reading the printed characters on a page) to grasp 
extemporaneously lhe elements or persuasion in
herent in any question or case. Individuals who 
have not achieved this ability hardly deserve the 

name of orators. In pressing, urgent affairs, 
which do not admit of delay or postponement, as 
most frequently occurs in our law courts - espe 
cially when it is a question of criminal cases, 
which offer to the eloquent orator the greatest op
portunity for the display of his powers - it is the 
orator's business to give immediate assistance to 
the accused, who is usually granted only a few 
hours in which to plead his defense. Our experts ~ 
in philosophical criticism, instead, whenever they ~ 
arc confronted with some dubious point, are wont <Lek..., 

to say: "Give me some time 10 think it over!" (u.--t.. 
I may add that in the art of oratory the rela 

tionship between speaker and listeners is of the 
essence. It is in tune with the opinions of the au 
dience that we have to arrange our speech. It 
oflen happens that people unmoved by forceful 
and compelling reasons can be jolted from their 
apathy, and made to change their minds by 
means of some trilling line of argument. Conse
quently, in order to be sure of having touched all 
the soul-strings of his listeners, the orator, then, 
should run through the complete set of the loci 
which schematize the evidence. It is quite unfair 
to blame Cicero for having insisted on many a 
point of little weight. It was exactly by those 
points of little weight that he was able to domi
nate the law courts, the Senate, and (most impor
tant of all) the Assemblies of the people. It was 
by that method that he became the speaker most 
worthy of being considered a representative of ~ 
Rome's imperial greatness. Is it not significant -..c... 
that it is precisely the orator whose only concern ·~ 
is the bare truth who gets stranded in cases in iA.o...+t,....' 

which a different speaker succeeds in extricating 
himself, by paying attention to credibility as well 
as the facts? The contrast of opinion between 
Marcus Brutus and Cicero, regarding the manner 
in which each of them thought that the defense of 
Milo should be conducted, provides an instruc-
tive case for retlcction. 

Marcus Brutus, who had been trnined in a 
kind of philosophical, rationalistic criticism 
closely akin to ours (for he was a Stoic), thought 
that Milo4 should be defended by throwing his 
case upon the judges' mercy, and that he should 

4Thc tribune Milo was brought to trial fur the munler or 
Cludius in 52 11,c.1:, [Ed.I 
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seek acqui ttal on the ground of the d istinguished 
services he had performed for the Republ ic, and 
on the ground of having rid Rome of Clodius ,  a 
noxious cri minal. 

Cicero, instead, an expert in the ars topica, 
deemed it unsafe lo throw such a defendant upon 
the judges' indulgence, considering the condi
t ions prevalent al that t ime. As a consequence, he 
based h is  defense speech ent i rely on conjectural 
reasons. Had he been given the chance of deliv
ering that speech in court, he would certa inly 
have brought about Milo's acquittal. as Mi lo 
h imsel f declared. 

Nevertheless, Antoine Amauld,5 a man of 
commanding scholarsh ip, scorns the ars ropica, 
and considers it of absolutely no use. 

Whom shall we bel ieve'! Amauld, who rejects 
the ars topirn, or Cicero, who asserts that h is  
own eloquence is chiefly due lo lhc art  of ski l l 
fu lly arraying a sel of effecti ve l ines of argu
ment'! Let others decide; as for me, I am unwil l
ing to award lo the one what I would have to take 
away from the other: I shall l imi t  myself  to stat
ing that a severely i nle l leclual ist ic criticism en
ables us lo achieve truth, whi le ars topica makes 
us e loquent. In antiquity, the Stoics devoted 
themsel ves enti rely to phi losophical cri t ic ism, 
while the Academics cul t ivated topics. S imi larly, 
today the jejune and aridly deductive reasoning 
in which the Stoics special ized is  fol lowed by the 
moderns, whereas the Arislote l ians of the recent  
past arc characterized by the varied and multi 
form style of the ir  utterance . . . . 

It is significant that the representatives of the 
schools of ancient phi losophy became the more 
eloquent in proportion as they were less inclined 
to a strictly philosophical criticism. The advo
cates of Stoicism (for whom, as for our modemi, 
pure reason is the regulative standard of truth), 
were the th i nnest and leanest of al l phi losophers. 
The Epicureans, according to whom the regula
tive standard of truth resides in sense-perception, 
were si mple in  expression, and unfolded their 
doctrines in  more detai l .  The ancient Academics 
instead, be i ng d isc iples of Socrales who con-

,coauthor (with Pierre Nicole) or the 1 6h2 l'or1-Roy11l 
logic. (Sec lhc i ntroduction IO Part Four. ) ( &L I  
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tended that he knew nothing but his own igno
rance, were masters of an overflowing and lav
ishly embellished expression. As for the neo
Academics, who admitted that they did not even 
know that they did not know anything, they over
whel med their l i steners with torrential outbursts 
and snowdrifts of oratory. 

Both Stoics and Epicureans came out in sup
port of only one side of the argument: Plato in
c l ined towards one or the other side, depending 
on which appeared to him more probable; 
Carneades,6 instead, was wont to embrace both 
of the sides of any given controversy. He would. 
for instance, affirm one day that justice exists. · 
another day, that it docs not, bringing forth 
equal ly compel l ing arguments for both positions 
and d isplaying an unbel ievable power of argu
menlation. This was due lo the fact that whereas 
truth is one, probabi l i ties are many, and false
hoods numberless. 

Each procedure, then, has i ts defects. The 
specialists in topics fal l  in with falsehood; the 
phi losophical cri tics d isdain any traffic with 
probabi l i ty. 

To avoid both defects, I think, young men 
should he taught the lolal i ty of sciences and arts, 
and the ir  intel lectual powers should he developed 
lo the ful l ;  thus they wi l l  become familiar with 
the art of argument, drawn from the ar.1· topica. 
At the very outset, their common sense should be 
strengthened so that they can grow in prudence 
and eloquence. Let the ir  imagination and mem
ory be fortified so that they may be effective in 
those arts in which fantasy and the mnemonic 
faculty arc predominant. At a later stage let them 
learn crit icism. so that they can apply the ful lness 
of the ir  personal judgment to what they have 
been taught. And let them develop sk i l l  in debat
ing on either side of any proposed argument. 

Were this done, young students, I think, 
would become exact in  science, clever in  practi
cal matters, fluent in eloquence, imaginative in 
understanding poetry or painting, and strong in 
memorizing what they have learned in their legal 
studies. 

They would not feel the impulse to step rashly 

6 A skcplical philosopher or Che second century 11.c.1'. 
IEd. ]  



into discussions whi le they arc st i l l  in process of 
learn ing� nor would they, with pedestrian slavishA 
ness, re fuse to accept any v iewpoint unless it has 
been sanctioned hy a teacher. In this sphere, the 
Ancients seem to me to be superior to us . 

A fi ve•year period or si lence was enjoined 
upon all of Pythagoras ' students. After that time, 
they were al lowed lo maintain what they had 
learned, but had to ground their reasons only 
upon the authori ty of their master. "He said i t," 
was their motto. The chief duty of a student of 
phi losophy was to l isten. Most appropriately 
were they cal led "auditors." 

Arnauld himse l f, a l though his words seem to 
spurn this procedure,  actually confirms and pro• 
fesses what I am stating. His  treatise on Logic is 
replete with far*fetched and involved i l lustra
tions, with difficul t  examples drawn from the 
deep storehouses of each discipl ine. Naturally, 
these i l lustrat ions and examples prove to be unin
te l l igible 10 the young student, un less he is a l 
ready more than proficient in those arts and sciA 
ences from which those supporting materials arc 
taken, and unless his teacher devotes great efforts 
and a great deal of eloquent ski l l  to the explanaA 
tion of them. If logic is studied al the terminal 
stage of the school curriculum. these delicienA 

cies, besides those I have mentioned before, are 
avoided. What Amau ld presents, though he pro
v ides useful  examples, is hardly to be under• 
stood; the materi als offered by the Aristotelians, 
instead, though perfectly intel l igible, are of no 
use whatever . . . .

VII 

But the greatest drawback of our educational 
methods is that we pay an excessive amount of 
altention to the natural sc iences and not enough 
to ethics. Our chief fault is that we disregard that 
part of ethics which treats of human character, of 
its disposit ions, i ts pass ions, and of the manner of 
adjusting these factors to public l i fe and elo
quence. We neglect that discipl ine which deals 
with the differential features of the virtues and 
vices, with good and bad behavior-patterns, with 
the typical characteristics of the various ages of 
man, of the two sexes, of social and economic 
class, race, and nation, and with the art of seemly 

conduct in  l i fe, the most d ifficult of a l l  arts. As a 
consequence of th is neglect, a noble and impor
tant  branch of studies , i .e. ,  the science of pol i tics, 
l ies a lmost abandoned and untended. 

Since, in our time, the only target of our intel 
lectual endeavors is truth, we devote all our ef
forts to the investigation of physical phenomena, 
because their nature seems unambiguous; but we 
fail to inquire into human nature which, because 
of the freedom of man's wi l l ,  is d ifficult  to deter
mine. A serious drawback arises from the uncon
trasted preponderance of our interest in the nat
ural sciences. 

Our young men, because of their training, 
which is focused on these studies, are unable to 
engage in the l ife of the communi ty, to conduct 
themselves with sufficient wisdom and prudence; 
nor can they infuse into their speech a famil iarity 
with human psychology or permeate their utter
ances with passion. When it comes to the matter 
of prudent ial behavior in  l ife, i t  is well for us to 
keep in mind that human events arc dominated 
by Chance and Choice, which are extremely sub-
ject to change and which are strongly innuenced 
by simulation and dissimulation (both preemi-
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nently decept ive things). As a consequence. £\" ",,< 
those whose only concern is  abstract truth experi- ti I 1,.df. 
ence great difficulty in achieving their means, vl.wtts
and greater difficulty in attaining their ends. 
Frustrated in their own plans, deceived by the 
plans of others, they often throw up the game. 
Since, then, the course of action in l ife must conA 

sider the importance of the s ingle events and 
their  circumstances, it may happen that many of 
these circumstances are extraneous and trivial, 
some of them bad, some even contrary to one ' s  
goal. I t  i s  therefore impossible to  assess human )I'.. a ff airs by the inflexible standard of abstract right; 

�� 

• 
r we must rather gauge them by lhe pliant Lesbic ) .... 1 •

rule, which does not conform bodies to itself, but 11'1,Ut:,, 
adjusts itself to their contours. 

The difference, therefore, between abstract 
knowledge and prudence is this: in science, the J(c_ 
outstanding in1el lec1 is that which succeeds in re-

, 
ducing a large mullitude of physical effects to a \IW 
single cause; in the domain of prudence, excel- -i 
Jenee is accorded to those who ferret out the WO ; 
greatest possible number of causes which may 

tJ,W ·have produced a single event, and who are able j- _LJ 
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to conjecture which of all these causes is the true 
one. Abstract knowledge - science -is  con
cerned with the highest verity ;  common sense. 
instead, with the lowliest. On the basis of this, 
the distinguished features of the various types or 
men should be marked out: the fool ,  the astute ig
noramus. the learned man dest i tute of prudence, 
and the sage. In the conduct of life the fool ,  for 
instance, pays no attention to the highest or the 
meanest truths; the a,;tute ignoramus notices the 
meanest but is unable to perceive the highest; 
the man who is  learned but destitute of prudence, 

\ 
deduces the lowest truths from the h ighest: the 
sage, instead, derives the h ighest truths from the 
unimportant ones. Abstract, or general truths are 
eternal; concrete or specific ones change momen-
tarily from truths or untruths. Eternal truths stand 
above nature; in nature, instead, everything is un
stable , mutable. But congruity exists between 
goodness and truth; they partake of the same 
essence, of the same qualities. Accordingly. the 
fool , who is ignorant of both general and particu
lar truths, constantly suffers prompt penalties for 
his arrogance. The astute ignoramus, who is able 
to grasp particular truths but incapable of con
ceiving a general truth, finds that cleverness, 
which is useful to him today, may be hannful lo 
him tomorrow. The learned but imprudent indi
vidual , traveling in a straight l ine from general 
truths to particular ones, bulls his way through 
the tortuous paths of life. But the sage who. 
through all the obl iquities and uncenainties of 
human actions and evcntc;, keeps h is  eye steadily 
focused on eternal truth, manages to follow a 
roundabout way whenever he cannot travel in a 
stmight l ine, and makes decisions, in the field of 
action, which, in  the course of time, prove to be 
as profitable as the nature of things permit,;. 

Therefore, it is an error to apply to the prudent 
conduct or l ife the abstract criterion of reasoning 
that obtains in the domain of science. A correct 
judgment deems that men - who are, for the 
most part, but fools-are ruled, not by fore-

' thought, but by whim or chance. The doctrinaires 
judge human actions as they ought to be, not as 
they actually are (i.e., performed more or less al 
random). Satisfied with abstract truth alone, and 
not being gifted with common sense, unused to 
following probabi lity, those doctrinaires do not 
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bother to find out whether their  opinion is held 
by the general ity and whether the things that arc 
truths to them arc also such to other people. 

This  failure to concern themselves with the 
opinions of others ha,; not only been a source of 
blame, but has proved to be ex tremely prejudi
cial, not only to private persons but to eminent 
leaders and great rulers as well .  Let an example 
which is right to the point be quoted here: While 
the assembly of the French Estates was in ses
sion, Henry 1 1 1 .  King of France, ordered Duke 
Henry de Guise, a very popular member or the 
French aristocmcy, to be put to death, in  spite of 
the fact that the Duke was under the protection of 
a safe conduct. Although just cause underlay that 
order of the king, such cause was not made mani
fest. The case having been brought up in Rome, 
Cardinal Ludovico Madruzzi, a man of great 
judgment in public affairs ,  commented: "Rulers 
should see to it not only that their actions arc true 
and in conformity with justice, but that they also 
seem lo be so ." 

Madruzzi's statement was proved true by the 
calamities which ovenook France shortly after. 

The Romans, who were great experts in pol it i
cal matters, paid particular attention to appear
ances . Both their judges and their senators, on 
giving out an opinion, were always wont to say: 
"It seems." 

To summarize: It was because of their knowl
edge of the greatest affairs that philosophers 

I were, by the Greeks. cal led "politic i ," i .e . ,  ex
pens in matters bearing on the total l ife of the 
body politic. Subsequently, philosophers were 
cal led Peripatetics and Academics, these names 
being derived from two small sections of the 
town of Athens, where their schools stood. 
Among the Ancients, the teaching of rational, 
physical, and ethical doctrines was entrusted to 
philosophers who took good care to adjust those 
doctrines to the practical common sense that 
should govern human behavior. 

Today, on the contrary. we seem to have re
verted to the type of physical research which was 
typical of prc•Socratic t imes. 

There was un epoch when the "fourfold phi
losophy" ( i .e .• logic, physics, metaphysics. and 
ethics) was handed down by its teachers in a 
manner fitted to foster eloquence: i .e . ,  the au empt 



was made to fuse philosophy with eloquence. 
Demosthenes was a product of the Lyceum; 
Cicero, of the Academy: there is no doubt that 
they were the two foremost speakers of the two 
most splendid of languages. Today, those 
branches of philosophical theory arc taught by 
such a method as lo dry up every fount of con• 
vincing expression, of copious, penetrating, em
bellished, lucid, developed, psychologically ef• 
fective, and impassionale utterance. The listeners' 
minds undergo a process of constriction, so as to 
assume the shape of those young virginli. 

. , , whom lltt:ir mothers compt:l 10 hem! their 
shoulders, to stoop. to hind thdr hu::om 
in order to achieve slimness; 
if one of the girls is lleshier, they call hcr "thi: 

boxer" 
and �tint her on food; 
if by nature she is healthy, they rcduce her, hy a 

special cure, 
lo the slemlcrness of a recd. 

(Terence, Tl1e Eunuch ll.iii.23-26] 

Herc some learned pundit might object that, in 
the conduct of life, I would have our young stu
dents become courtiers, and not philosophers; 
pay little attention to truth and follow not reality 
but appearances; and cast down morality and put 
on a deceitful "front" of virtue. 

I have no such intention. Instead, l should like 
10 have them act as philosophers, even at court; 
10 care for truth that both is and has the appear
ance of truth, and to follow that which is morally 
good and which everybody approves. 

As for eloquence, the same men assert that the 
modern study methods, far from being detrimen
tal, are most useful to it. "How much preferable it 
is," they say, "to induce persuasion by solid argu
ments based on truth, to produce such an effect 
on the mind that, once that truth coalesces with 
reason, it can never again be separated from it, 
rather than to coerce the listener's soul by mere-
1riciously eloquent allurements, but blazes of ora
torical fire which, as soon as they arc extin
guished, cause him to revert to his original 
disposition!" 

The answer is that eloquence does not address 
itself to the rational part of our nature, but almost 
�nlirely lo our passions. The rational part in us 
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may be taken captive by a net woven of purely 
intellectual reasonings, but the passional side of 
our nature can never be swayed and overcome 
unle1,s this is done by more sensuous and materi
alistic means. The role of eloquence is lo per
suade; an orator is persuasive when he calls forth 
in his hearers the mood which he desires. Wise 
men induce this condition in themselves by an 
act of volition. This volition, in perfect obedi• 
ence, follows the dictates of their intellect; conse
quently, it is enough for the speaker to point their 
duty to such wise men, and they do it. But the 
multitude, the vu/gm, are overpowered and car~ 
ried along by their appetite, which is tumultuous 
and turbulent; their soul is tainted, having con� 
tracted a contagion from the body, so that it fol
lows the nature of the body, and is not moved ex, 
cept by bodily things. Therefore, the soul must be 
enticed by corporeal images and impelled to 
love; for once it loves, it is easily taught to be
lieve; once it believes and loves, the fire of pas� 
sion must be infused into it so as to break its iner
tia and force it to will. Unless the speaker can 
compass these three things, he has not achieved 
the effect of persuasion; he has been powerless to 
convince. 

Two things only are capable of turning to 
good use the agitations of the soul, those evils of 
the inward man which spring from a single 
source: desire. One is philosophy, which acts to 
mitigate passions in the soul of the sage, so that 
those passions are transformed into virtues; the 
other is eloquence, which kindles these passions 
in the common sort, so that they pcrfonn the du• 
ties of virtue. 

It may be objected that the form of govern
ment under which we live at present no longer al
lows eloquence to exercise its control over free 
peoples. To which I answer that we ought to be 
thankful to our monarchs for governing us not by 
fist but by laws. However, even under the rcpub• 
lican form of government, orators have gained 
distinction by their fluent, broad, impassioned 
style of delivery in the law courts, the assem
blies, and the religious convocations, to the 
greatest advantage of the stale, and lo the signal 
enrichment of our language. 

But let us approach what may be a basic point. 
The French language is abundantly endowed 
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with words designating abstract ideas. Now, ab
straction is in itself but a dul l  and i nert thing, and 
docs not allow the comparative degree. This  
makes it impossible for the French to impart an 
ardently emotional lone lo their ideas, inasmuch 
as such an effect can only be achieved by setting 
thought in  motion, and a vehement motion al 
that ; nor can they ampl i fy or elevate their dis
course . Nor can they invert the order of words: 
the conceptual abstraction being the most general 
category, it docs not :mpply us with that "middle 
term" where the extreme poinls of a metaphor arc 
able 10 meet and unite. It is therefore impossible 
in French for a single noun to be the vehicle of a 
metaphor; and metaphors composed of two 
nouns arc, as a rule, somewhat sti l led. Further
more, when the French wri lcrs attempt the peri
odic style, they are unable lo get very far, on ac• 
count of the shortness of the sentence scgrnentc; ,  
Nor can  French poets compose l ines of grcaler 
breadth than !hose which are cal led ''alexan
drines"; and these alexandrincs , bes ides consist
ing of two symmetrical portions, are more drag
ging and spindly than the Latin elegiac l ines. 
(Each verse conlains a simple 1hought, and they 
rhyme i n  pairs ; lhe fi r.st feature reduces the ir  
scope, lhc second impairs their gravi ty.) French 
words have only two kinds of stress; they arc ac
cented on the ult ima and on the penult, whereas 
Italian stresses the antcpcnult. In French the ac
cent shifts to the penult, which results in a some• 
what tenuous and thin sound. For these reasons, 
French is not fit  for stately prose, nor for sublime 
verse. But though the French language cannot 
rise to any great sublimity or splendor. it is ad
mirably suited to the subtle style. Rich in sub
stantives, especially those denoting what the 
Scholastics call abstract essences, the French lan
guage can always condense into a small compass 
the essentials of things. Since arts and sc iences 
arc mostly concerned with general notions, 
French is therefore splendidly suited to the d idac� 
tic genre. While we I talians praise our orators for 
fluency, lucidity,  and eloquence. the French 
praise theirs for reasoning truly. Whenever the 
French wish to designate the mental faculty by 
which we rapidly, aptly. and fe l icitously couple 
th ings which stand apart, they cal l  i t  espril, and 
are incl ined to v iew as a naive, simple trick what 
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we consider as forceful power of combination; 
their minds, characterized by exceeding penetra
tion, do not excel in synthetic power, but i n  
piercing subtlety of reasoning. Consequcnlly, i f  
there is any truth in this  statement,  which is the 
theme of a famous debate, "genius is a product of 
language, not language of genius," we must rec
ogniic that the French arc the only people who, 
thanks to the �ubtlely of the ir  language, were 
able to invent the new phi losophical cri ticism 
which seems so thoroughly intc l lcctual istic, and 
analytical geometry, by which the subject maucr 
of mathemat ics is, as far as poss ible, stripped of 
all concrete, figurnl clements, and reduced to 
pure rational ity. The French arc in the habit of 
praising the kind of eloquence which character
izes their language, i.e .• an eloquence character
ized by great fidel i ty to trulh and subtlety, as well 
as by its notable deductive order. We I tal ians, in
slcad. arc endowed with a l :mguagc which con
stantly evokes images. We stand far above other 
nations by our achievemcnL<; in the fields of 
painting. sculpture, archi tecture ,  and music. Our 
language, thanks to i ts perpetual dynamism. 
forces the attention of the l isteners by means of 
metaphorical expressions, and prompts i t  to 
move back and forth between ideas which arc far 
apart. In the keenness of their perception, the 
I ta l ians arc second only to the Spaniards .  Theirs 
is a language which, i n  the rich and elevated style 
( i .e. ,  that of Herodo1us. Livy. and Cicero), pos
sesses a Guicciardini ;  in the grand and vehement 
sty le of Thucydides, Dcmoslhencs, and Sallust, it 
has others ;  in  Attic elegance, i t  ha<; Boccaccio; in 
the new lyric style, Petrarch. Ariosto, in the 
grandeur of h is  plots and the case of h is  dic tion, 
puts one in mind of Homer; while u poet l ike 
Tasso, by the enchanti ngly musical subl imi ty of 
his rhyme, comes fully up to Virg i l .  Shal l we 
then not cultivate a language possess ing such fe
l ic i tous quali ties? 

In conclusion: whosoever inlcn<ls to devote his 
efforts. not to physics or mechanics. but to a polit
icul career, whether as a c iv i l  servant or as a 
member of the legal profession or of the judiciary, 
a poli tical speaker or a pulpit orutor, should not 
waslc too much time. in his adolescence, on those 
subjects which arc taught by abstract geometry. 
Let him, instead, cu l tivate his mind with an ingc• 



nious method; let him study topics, and defend cussed all problems on no other merits but the in• 
both sides of a controversy, be it on nature, man, trinsic ones, each Greek philosopher was capable 
or politics, in a freer and brighter style of expres� 

) 
of achieving a mastery of all learning, both secu• 

sion. Let him not spurn reasons that wear a scm• lar and religious, and it was from him alone that 
blancc of probability and verisimilitude. Let our students learned thoroughly whatever it was nee• 
efforts not be directed towards achieving superi· essary for them to know in the field of public af. 
ority over the Ancients merely in the field of sci.V fairs. 
ence, while they surpass us in wisdom; let us not With the Romans, the case was different. Al· 

11 
be merely more exact and more true than the An• though their speech was not autochthonous but 
cients, while allowing them to be more eloquent derived from other tongues, they proudly sprung 
than we are; let us equal the Ancients in the fields all effort to prove that a Roman word derived 
of wisdom and eloquence as we excel them in the from other languages. In the case of the words, 
domain of science .... 

XIV 

As for universities, the amazing fact is that, 
whereas the Ancients possessed, so to speak, uni• 
versities for the body, i.e., baths and athletic 
fields, where young men could develop their 
strength am.I agility by exercises such as racing, 
jumping, boxing, javelin· and discus•throwing, 
swimming and bathing, they never thought of cs• 
tablishing universities where young minds could 
be cultivated and strengthened. 

In Greece, a single philosopher synthesized in 
himself a whole university. The Greek language, 
so fertile in potential developments that it wa" 
admirably litted to express not only all the occur• 
rences of common, everyday life, but the most 
recondite and abstruse ideas of all sciences and 

,arts in apt terms, the beauty of which terms was 
commensurnte with their appropriateness and fe. 
licity; the Greek genius for lawmaking, which 
was so exceptional that other nations came to 
borrow laws from Greece while Greece had no 
necessity to borrow from them-these fostered 
among the Hellenes the conviction of their im• 
mense superiority over other nations. They were 
wont to ask a question, acutely symptomatic of 
national conceit: "Art thou a Greek or a barbar· 
ian'!'' as if they esteemed themselves to be worth 
as much as half of the world, and to be the better 
part of i l. 1; ""1< 1.

Things being so, since the Greeks devoted in• 
tense, undivided attention to the cultivation of 
philosophy, the mother, midwife, and nursling of 
all sciences and arts; since they did not, in the 
philosophical domain, rely on authority, but dis• 

. . . which fall from Grecian well•spring, but 
slightly changed, 

{Horace, Ars Poetica 53] 

they preferred the frivolous, erroneous, foolish 
interpretation, rather than admit that one of their 
terms had non•native origins. Although their 
laws had largely been borrowed from Greece, 
they expended great ingenuity in grafting those 
enactments onto their own political system, so 
that they seemed to spring spontaneously from 
their soil. In respect to both language and law, 
the Romans equaled the Greeks. The need for 
universities was foll by the Romans even less 
than by the Greeks, since, as I have pointed out, 
they thought that wisdom consisted in the art and 
practice of law, and learned to master it in the 
everyday experience of political affairs. Since the 
patricians kept law-lore concealed, as if it were 
an arcanum of state, far from feeling any need 
for universities, the Romans had no interest 
whatever in establishing them. 

But with the transformation of republic into 
principate, it being in the interest of the emperors 
that the science of law should be propagated as 
legal doctrine, this discipline gradually attained 
greater range and compass through the multitude 
of writers and their division into doctrinal 
schools. Regular institutions of teaching were 
recognized, and the "Academies" of Rome, Con� 
stantinople, and Beirut were founded. 

Our need for universities is considerably 
greater. We must have a thorough knowledge of 
the Scriptures and, in addition, of Eastern Ian• 
guages and of the canons of the ecclesiastic 
Councils, some of which were held in Asia, some 
in Europe, some in Africa, in different countries 
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and cities, from apostolic to modern times. We 
must familiarize ourselves with the laws of Ro
mans and Lombards, with feudal law, the theo
ries of Greeks, Latins, and Arabs, which were i n
troduced into our customary public law. We must 
guard against scribal garblings, plagiarisms, forg
eries, interpolations of alien hands through which 
it is difficult for us to recognize the originals, and 
to grasp the author's true meaning. What we 
need lo know is  contained in so many books in 
languages that are extinct, composed by authors 
belonging to nations long s ince vanished. These 
books contain allusions to custom often un
known, in corrupted codices; therefore the attain
ment of any sc ience or art has become so difficult  
for us,  that at the present t ime no person can mas
ter even a single subject. This  has made the es
tabl ishment of universities necessary. In these 
universities, all branches of knowledge arc taught 
by a number of scholars. each of whom is out
standing in his particular field. But this advantage 
is off set by a drawback. Arts and sciences, al l of 
which in  the past were embraced by phi losophy 
and animaled by it with a unitary spiri t, arc, in  
our day, unnatural ly separated and disjointed. In  
antiquity, philosophers were remarkable for their  
coherence; their conduct was in ful l  accord not 
only with the theories they professed but with 
their method of expounding them as wel l .  
Socrates, who maintained that "he knew noth
ing," never brought up any subject for discussion 
on his own initiative, but pretended to feel a de
sire to learn from the Sophists. His habit was to 
confine h imself to advancing a series of minute 
questions, from the replies to which he drew his 
own inferences. The Stoics, instead, whose main 
principle was that the mind is the standard of all 
things, and that the sage should not entertain 
"mere opinions" about anyth ing, established, in 
conformity with the ir  requirements, a number of 
unquestionable truths, linking them, by continu
ous concatenation, through secondary proposi
tions, to doubtful conclusions; and employed as 
their instrument of argumentation the figure of 
the .writes. 1 Aristotle, who thought that in  the at� 

7 A sorileJ is a chain of syllogisms in whkh the cnnclu, 
sion or implied conclusion uf each one is the premise, major 
or minor, of another one. I Ed. )  
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tainment of truth the senses and the mind should 
co-operate, made use of the syllogism, by which 
he posi ted some universal propositions, so as to 
be able, in concrete cases, to eliminate dubious
ness and to reach truth. Epicurus, for whom sense 
perception was the only avenue of approach to 
knowledge, neither granted any proposition to his 
opponents, nor al lowed them to grant any to him. 
but explained phenomena in the simplest and 
most unadorned language. 

Today, students who may. be trained in the art 
of discourse by an Aristotel ian ,  arc taught phys
ics by an Epicurean, metaphysics by a Cartesian. 
They may learn the theory of medicine from a 
Galenist, its practice from a chemist; they may 
receive instruction in the Institutes of Justinian 
from a disciple of Accursius, be trained in the 
Pandccts by a follower of Antoine Favre, in the 
Codex by a pupil of Alciati .8 Students ' education 
is so warped and perverted as a consequence, 
that, although they may become extremely 
learned in some respects , their culture on the 
whole (and the whole is really the flower of wis
dom) is incoherent. To avoid this serious draw
back, I would suggest that our professors should 
so co-ordinate al l discipl ines into a single system 
so as to harmonize them with our religion and 
with the spirit of the political fonn under which 
we l ive. In this way, a coherent body of learning 
having been established, it will be possible to

/ teach it according to the genius of our public 
polity. 

xv 

I have now set forth the remarks suggested to me 
by the comparison of the study methods of our 
time with those of antiquity ,  and by a confronta
tion of their respective advantages and disadvan
tages, so that our methods may be more correct 
and finer in every respect. 

If my ideas arc true, I shal l have reaped the 
supreme fruit  of my existence. It has been my 

"The Institutes of Justinian {sbtth century c.n.) codify 
Rnman law. 1l1e Pan<lects arc a <ligest of that law. The Codex 
is the code of canon law of the Roman Catholic church. 
Vico's point is that rclate<l hr.inches of a subject may be 
taught by adherents of conllicling theories or approaches, 
(Ell. I 



constant effort, within the very l imited range of rank, insisted on their wish to remain within the , 
my powers , to be useful to human society. But i f  equestrian order.<J I t  was, therefore ,  not my  duty � 
my remarks should be considered false or lacking alone as professor of eloquence, but my right as �
in pmctical i ty, my unquestionably honorable am- wel l to take up the subject of this discourse. 
bit ion and my earnest efforts towards a grand What determined me was by no means the des i re 
goal sha l l  earn me a pardon. to diminish the prestige of a colleugue or to place 

It may be objected that, whereas facing danger myself in the spotl ight. 
when necessary is a sign of courage, undertaking As you saw, whenever drawbacks had to be 
a risk when there is  no need of doing so is a sign pointed out, I passed individual authors in si
of foolhardiness .  "Why should you have under- lence; and whenever it was necessary to mention 
taken to treut this subject which involves a these authors, I did i t  with the utmost respect, 
knowledge of al l  sciencesr'::- some one wi l l  . since it was not for an unimportant man l ike me 
ask. th ,�  1 .s  C.Vl \wt y1ii-4nV\� {i�\:f:cd," ... 10 censure persons so eminently great. As for the 

In answer, I w i l l  say: As G.  B.  Vico, I have no drawbacks, I sedulously set them forth as unob
concem; but as a professor of eloquence, great trusively as possible. 

i concern in this undertaking. Our ancestors, the From chi ldhood, I have imposed on myself  
I founders of this Univers i ty, clearly showed, by this ru le (which the weakness of my fellow men , 

assigning the pro fessor of eloquence the task of has made a sacred one), to be as indulgent to the '� 
delivering every year a speech exhorting our stu- shortcomings of others as I would l ike others to � � 
dents to the study of the principles of various sci� be indulgent to my own, especially since others c� 
ences and arts, that they felt  he should be wel l  may have done many i mportant things wel l ,  and o · ·-· 
versed in all fields of knowledge. Nor was i t  failed only in a few ca.o;es, whereas I may have � 
without reason that the great man, Bacon,  when been gui l ty of countless eITors in matters requir- � 
called upon to give advice to James, King of ing but  l i ttle abi l i ty. 
England, concerning the organization of a uni+ In the present d iscourse, I have carefully re- --Z.. 
versity, insisted that young scholars should not frained from any boasting; though my speech 
be admitted to the study of e loquence unless they could have been pompously entitled "On the rec-
had previously studied their way through the onc i l i ation of the study methods of antiquity with 
whole curriculum of learni ng. those of our t ime," I have preferred a more mod-

What is eloquence, in e ffecl ,  but wisdom, or- est and usual designation. My purpose has been 
nately and copiously delivered in words appro
priale lo the common opinion of mankind'! Shal l 
the professor of e loquence, to whom no student 
may have access unless previously trained in all 
sc iences and arts, be ignorunl of those subjccls 
which are requi red by his teaching dut ies'! The 
mun who is deputed to exhort young students to 
grapple wilh all kinds of disc ipl ines, and to dis
course about the ir  advantages and d isadvantages, 
so that they may attain those and escape these, 
should he not be competent lo expound his opin
ions on such knowledge'! 

For these reasons, teachers wi l l ing to bear this 
burden (a burden, I fear, vastly surpassing the 
strength of my shoulders) deserve to be likened, I 
feel, to C. Cilnius Maecenas, Crispus Sal lustius, 
and other equites illustres, who, though pos
sessed of financial means superior to those which 
the Jaw prescribed for admiss ion to senatorial 

not to c.l raw smuk.: from th.: brightness uf l ight, hut
tu bring out light from smokey murk. 

I Horucc; Ars Poetirn 143 1 

I chose not 10 c lothe my thought in high.sound• 
i ng words, lest I should offend the intel l igence of 
this assembly of listeners, every member . of 
which know� how lo reason with his own head 
and is fully conscious of h is  righ t  10 judge any 
author as he thinks best 

But, someone wi l l  object, "You were certainly 
bragging when you said that your theme was 
new." Not in the least .  The fact that a theme is  
new is not  automatically a recommendation; 
monstrous and ridiculous things may also be 

·tfhc\c mu.�triuus mcmhcr� or the wc.1,lthy �but not patri• 
cim1 ) c11ucs1riru1 das.� d1o�c publ ic .�cr�icc wi tlmut the honor
11f official ranl n11d titl..i. !Ed, I 
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novelties. But to bring forward new things and lo 
"'<' · " treat them in the right manner is unquestionably 

worthy of praise. Whether I did so, or not, I shall 
'• , .. ,, ' leave lo the judgment of my listeners and lo the

-- ,f. common judgment of scholars, from whom, I 
•"-1i 1, 

[ 

vow, I shall never depart. In my life I have al-
'"r"1 ways had the greatest apprehension of being 
>tp�i-{-- alone in wisdom; this kind of solitude exposes 
-"'-1--nr one to the danger of becoming either a god or a 
M-t ... n� fool. 
_ But, it will be urged, you have shown yourself 

thoroughly presumptuous in choosing a subject 
where you had to show a mastery of all learned 
disciplines and where you had to pass peremp
tory and pretentious judgment on them, as if you 
had been fully and deeply familiar with every 
one of them. To fend off the objection, l beg 
whosoever wants to press it to renect on the 
kinds of judgments I have passed. Let him ob
serve that a certain doctrine may be either benefi
cial or prejudicial to some persons: let him ascer
tain how the harm that such doctrine is likely to 
cause may be avoided. He will find out that judg
ment cannot be passed except by a man who has 
studied all of these matters, but 

:C t;ion' I- •1-\·\\\l\\t, 1k .J ..-s\- be-tt1"'-' <-

1. a.'M �\'\.- 0,l��� ""i� \J:u,
+t,."i ¼� CM-6�\-w :,s tor-..cl"l,
sr•'- II\. -\:� ����-+., ·.

-,::: -1-l..l.:.lt � � c;;hlc., � f wS<.
1 
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or 1111 these things, no one more deeply than all 
others, 

yet all of them indeed, in moderation. 
ITcrcncc, 77,e Lady of Andros 58-59) 

It is a common experience to sec an individual 
who has concentrated all of his efforts on a single 
branch of study, and who has spent all his life on 
it, think that this field is, by far, more important 
than all others, and to sec him inclined to make 
application of its specialty to mailers wholly for
eign lo it. This may be due lo the weakness of 
our nature, which prompts us to take an inordi
nate delight in ourselves and in our own pursuits. 

Though l am afraid of delivering false judg
mcnL,; on all subjects, I am particularly afraid of 
advancing erroneous views on eloquence, since I 
profess it. 

After stating this in defense of my assignment 
and of the way I have discharged it, permit me to 
say that I shall he greatly indebted to any one 
who wishes to critici:,e with pertinence and with 
concrete reference to their intrinsic purport, the 
points that I have hrought up. so as to free me 
from eventual errors. He will be certain to enlist 
my gratitude by his mere intent to do so. 




